Josue G.
4th Grade
Bullied for a Week
One day there was a kid named Mario. He was doing a list of things he wanted to do for a
week. The first day he wanted to get ice cream with his friend Joseph. They walked to the icecream shop and got ice cream with different flavors. Then they were two kids who were
following Mario and Joseph. Then the two kids approached Mario and Joseph. They were asking
silly questions like “Do you have a girlfriend “and some other non-sense questions. One bully
was a girl and the other bully was a boy. Then the girl grabbed Mario’s ice cream and dumped it
into his face, and the boy did the same thing to Joseph. The bullies ran away because they saw
Mario’s and Joseph parents. Mario’s parents were called Agua and Dylan and Joseph were Maria
and Lamar. The second day Mario wanted to go to the library nearby so they could get some
books to read with her friend Star. They went to the library, got some books and went back
home. The third day he wanted to go grocery shopping after school. He went to school, he
wanted to go to the bathroom and saw the boy that bullied him on the ice-cream shop. The bully
approached him, grabbed soap, and threw it to Mario. Mario cried a lot, he ran and told a teacher,
but the teacher did not believe him. She said it was in accident of him. But obviously that wasn’t
true. He told his mom and she told the principal. The fourth day he wanted to hang out with
Joseph and Star. They were playing video games, tag, and more games. The fifth day he wanted
to go shopping with his mom. He went shopping and saw the bullies from the ice-cream shop.
The bully girl acted normal. She put something on Mario’s jacket. When they went to check out,
they saw the item and thought he was stealing, but he was not. He had to pay the item. The sixth
day he wanted to do something different. He wanted to make a YouTube video. The video was
about animal research. He posted the video and in 2 hours, it got 1.5k views. The seventh day

aka the last day he wanted to go to a museum and saw the bullies. Mario was not scared anymore
so he told them what yells name are. Their names were Snow and Rocky. Mario was brave and
told their parents. Snow and Rocky got in so much trouble they got scared.
THE END

